New 2016 Products!
Balance Beans

™

Seesaw Logic Game
Balance Beans is a logic game and math game all in one. Set up the
Red Beans according to the Challenge Card. Then carefully place the
colorful Beans on the Seesaw to keep it from teetering. When you
balance the Seesaw, you are actually balancing an equation! As the
challenges get harder, you’ll rely less on trial and error and more on
math and reasoning skills. This bean-filled logic game is a fun way to
introduce young learners to elementary algebra.

Info
MSRP: $17.99
Ages 5 and up
Single Player

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/balance-beans

Circuit Maze™
Electric Current Logic Game
Ignite your logic and sequential reasoning skills with Circuit Maze!
Your goal is to arrange the tokens to create a real circuit that lights up
the different colored Beacons. These clever circuit-building puzzles
provide a boost of brainpower and a wonderful introduction to
electrical engineering. With 60 challenges ranging in difficulty from
beginner to expert, this logic game will provide players of all levels
with hours of electrifying fun.

Info
MSRP: $29.99
Ages 8 to adult
Single Player

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.ThinkFun.com/products/circuit-maze

Escape the Room

Mystery at the Stargazer’s Manor
A Mysterious, Interactive Party Game
Escape the Room is a fun, collaborative strategy game that allows you
to experience the worldwide phenomenon of ‘escape the room’ events
in your own home! Initially most popular in China and Western Europe,
Escape the Room was invented by Nicholas Cravotta and award-winning
artist, Rebecca Bleau. In the game, you and 2-7 of your friends are
locked in a room and must work together to solve puzzles in order to
escape an astronomer’s study, before it’s too late!

Info
MSRP: $21.99
Ages 10 to adult
Multiple Players

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/escape-the-room

Media: Visit www.ThinkFun.com/Media-Center for more information.
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New 2016 Products!
Math Dice® Chase
Mathematical Hot Potato
Math Dice Chase is one part hot potato and one part math! Players
begin by arranging themselves in a circle. You and the player directly
across from you each roll a set of 12-sided dice and race to multiply
your numbers together. Quickly shout out the answer and pass the
dice as fast as you can. Think fast - this math game is a race and you
don’t want to get caught with both sets of dice! Math Dice Chase helps
improve multiplication skills, and can be adapted for younger learners
to practice addition and subtraction. It’s perfect for the classroom!

Info
MSRP: $6.99
Grades 3 and up
Multiple Players

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/math-dice-chase

Memory Yoga™
A Yoga Game with a Fun, Physical Twist on Memory
Stretch your mind and your body. Memory Yoga helps preschoolers
improve balance, flexibility and coordination while boosting
matching and memory skills. Learn and perform yoga poses as you
search for Matching Pose Tiles. The player with the most matches
wins! With two levels of play, this fun yoga game will be a family
favorite for years to come.

Info
MSRP: $9.99
Ages 3 and up
Multiple Players

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/memory-yoga

Stratos Spheres™
2-Player Strategy Game
Take four-in-a-row to a whole new dimension with Stratos Spheres!
Stratos Spheres loses the 2-D board and lets you build the game –
and your logic skills – as you go. To start, add one of your colored
spheres to the white neutral sphere and pass it to your opponent. Your
opponent then adds a sphere of their color. This 2-player game goes
back and forth until one player gets four of their spheres in a row – in
any dimension. With its 3-D construction, Stratos Spheres takes a
classic play pattern and adds a dynamic new level of strategy and fun!

Info
MSRP: $9.99
Ages 7 to adult
Multiple Players

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/stratos-spheres
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New 2016 Products!
Yoga Cards
A Fun Yoga Game of Bending, Stretching
and Balancing
Can you hold a steady stance like a warrior? Improve flexibility and
focus as you practice 48 yoga poses in this fun and simple yoga
game. Each player starts with a Mission Card. The first player who
correctly bends and stretches into the seven yoga poses on their
Mission Card wins! Yoga Cards is designed to stretch your body
while focusing your mind.

Info
MSRP: $4.99
Ages 6 and up
Multiple Players

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/yoga-cards

Yoga Spinner®
A Fun Yoga Game of Flexibility and Balance
Yoga Spinner is a delightful introduction to yoga that encourages
teamwork and healthy physical activity. Give the spinner a whirl
and perform the pose on the corresponding Yoga Pose Card. If you
can hold the pose for 10 seconds, you keep the card, and the first
player to collect a card in each color wins! You’ll need a little luck
and teamwork, and a bit more flexibility and balance to win this
entertaining yoga game.

Info
MSRP: $14.99
Ages 5 and up
Multiple Players

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/yoga-spinner

Back Spin™
Spin • Switch • Solve
Back Spin is a re-released double-sided brainteaser that is truly
revolutionary. This Oppenheim Award winning puzzle is shaped like a
flying saucer with two halves that you twist to pass balls from one side
to the other. Your job is to scramble the colored balls, then figure out
how to get them back into their matching slots — on both sides. Back
Spin might look simple at first, but this cleverly addictive puzzle could
leave your head spinning!

Info
MSRP: $14.99
Ages 8 and up
Single Player

Available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/back-spin
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New 2016 Products!
Code Master™
The Ultimate Coding Board Game
Learn programming basics without a computer! In Code Master, your
Avatar travels to an exotic world in search of power Crystals. Along
the way, you use programming logic to navigate the Map. With only
one correct sequence of actions, you have to think carefully. Once you
collect all the Crystals and land at the Portal, you win! Code Master
will teach you essential programming concepts while strengthening
sequential reasoning and problem-solving skills.

Info
MSRP: $19.99
Ages 8 to adult
Single Player

Now available nationwide.
Visit: www.thinkfun.com/products/code-master
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